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Abstract: Personalized education aims to provide cooperative and exploratory courses for students by
using computer and network technology to construct a more effective cooperative learning mode, thus
improving students’ cooperation ability and lifelong learning ability. Based on students’ interests, this
paper proposes an effective student grouping strategy and group-oriented course recommendation
method, comprehensively considering characteristics of students and courses both from a statistical
dimension and a semantic dimension. First, this paper combines term frequency–inverse document
frequency and Word2Vec to preferably extract student characteristics. Then, an improved K-means
algorithm is used to divide students into different interest-based study groups. Finally, the group-
oriented course recommendation method recommends appropriate and quality courses according
to the similarity and expert score. Based on real data provided by junior high school students, a
series of experiments are conducted to recommend proper social practical courses, which verified the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

Keywords: study group division; course recommendation; feature vectors; semantic analysis;
clustering algorithm

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology and the advantages it has
revealed in other fields, the relevant research on computer technology and network technol-
ogy assisted teaching has gradually become the key direction of education reform. Through
years of development, a tremendous amount of data in education is collected and stored
and numerous novel teaching and learning methods are proposed. As a cross field of
computer science and educational science, data-driven cooperative learning and course
recommendation have become two attractive research directions.

Cooperative learning can improve the communication between students and create
an efficient learning atmosphere, which is recognized as the most innovative and effective
teaching model by front-line teachers and educators [1]. Furthermore, personalized course
recommendation systems can recommend different courses for different types of students
from massive educational data, thus improving students’ learning efficiency and achieving
continuous learning. This paper comprehensively considered the cooperative learning
and the personalized course recommendation problem and designed a student grouping
and course recommendation scheme based on real data to help students develop effective
cooperation and build a solid foundation for lifelong learning. To achieve this goal, the
below challenges need to be tackled:

(1) The commonly used feature word extraction methods are statistics-based methods
and semantics-based methods. Statistics-based methods include methods using term
frequency–inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) [2], information gain, word length
and so on. Semantics-based methods include methods based on the HowNet [3]
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concept and ontology. However, the above methods are not comprehensive enough
in the representation of semantic information, especially in the representation of
synonyms. So, a reliable feature extraction method should be proposed to accurately
and comprehensively characterize students and courses.

(2) As students’ grouping labels are not easy to obtain in practice, existing research mainly
uses unsupervised clustering algorithms, for example, K-means, to group students.
However, the traditional K-means algorithm initializes cluster centers randomly,
which will lead to incorrect or uneven cluster division and cause incorrect results.
Therefore, an effective student grouping strategy should be deeply studied based on
the traditional K-means algorithm.

(3) Considering the goal to achieve in this paper, the item collaboration filter (ItemCF) [4]
algorithm is adopted in this paper to recommend courses to the student groups.
However, the traditional ItemCF algorithm has a serious cold-start problem, because it
mainly uses user behaviors to calculate the similarity of items and recommend similar
items. Therefore, it is impossible to recommend a new item as there is no record of
it in the item-related table. Therefore, how to recommend high-quality courses that
meet students’ interests and solve the cold-start problem needs to be solved.

Based on the above considerations, an effective student grouping strategy and group-
oriented course recommendation method, comprehensively considering characteristics of
students and courses, both from the statistical dimension and the semantic dimension, are
designed in this paper. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) An accurate feature extraction algorithm for representing students’ characteristics is
designed. This paper comprehensively selected feature words from two dimensions:
First, TF–IDF weighting is used to select feature words from the word frequency
dimension. Then, a Word2Vec [5] model is trained to select feature words from the
semantic dimension. These feature words are combined to obtain the final text set
representing students’ characteristics to the greatest extent.

(2) An improved K-means algorithm is designed to group students. By observing the char-
acteristics of the extracted feature words, this paper constructs a multi-dimensional
vector to represent each student. Then, an appropriate grouping result is obtained by
using the improved K-means algorithm, in which the method of selecting the initial
cluster center is improved to ensure that the distance between the points in the cluster
and the initial cluster center is less than a certain value.

(3) A group-oriented course recommendation method is ultimately proposed. This
paper introduces a semantic recommendation model and expert scoring to assist in
course recommendation, thus improving the quality of the recommendation results.
Considering that the number of courses selected by students in each semester is
generally very small compared to the number of courses, this paper uses the semantic
information to solve the serious cold-start problem.

(4) A series of experiments, based on real data provided by junior high school students
(12 to 15 years old), are conducted to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed strategy, which can group students of all educational levels and recommend
courses (both online and offline) to them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works.
Section 3 gives the system framework. Section 4 introduces the details of the student
grouping algorithm and course recommendation algorithm. Experiments and analyses are
included in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this paper and proposes future work.

2. Related Works
2.1. Student Grouping Strategy

Cooperative learning can not only increase the accumulation of knowledge, but also
improve students’ cooperation ability. So et al. explored the relationship between students’
perceived level of cooperative learning and their social presence and found that there
is a statistically positive correlation between them [6]. Authors in [7] found that in a
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group discussion, students can obtain more answers through communication and tend to
communicate with different students. A strategy was designed to combine the K-means
clustering algorithm and the learning styles of different students to provide a valuable
reference for student grouping [8]. Tacadao et al. [9] compiled a program by using constraint
logic programming to realize the student grouping. Considering the small sample size,
Pang et al. used the balanced K-means algorithm to divide students into several clusters and
then took samples from different groups to construct heterogeneous learning groups [10].
A K-means-based feature selection model and an AdaBoost-based behavior classification
model are utilized together to achieve group online learning [11]. The above research uses
mainly statistics-based methods, which may not characterize and group students properly,
so a more reasonable and comprehensive student grouping strategy is very important.

2.2. Personalized Course Recommendation

The personalized recommendation system was born in the 1990s with the rise of
e-commerce. Nowadays, personalized recommendation technology has been extended to
many fields. As the number and types of courses increase, the amount of course-related
information obtained by students also increases rapidly, so it is necessary to design course
recommendation methods to address students’ personal goals and interests. The course
selection system is the mainstream online course platform [12]; it recommends the most
suitable courses for students according to their gender, cognition, personality, learning
style and performance. Aher et al. [13] used the K-means and association rule algorithm to
analyze the correlation between courses and recommend them. Meson et al. used users’
evaluation data to construct a course evaluation matrix to assess student performance [14].
Manouselis et al. proposed an agent-based e-learning course recommendation method that
matches learners’ characteristics with content attributes to recommend suitable courses
for them [15]. A hybrid recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering to
establish a course evaluation matrix in the case of sparse data, was proposed in [16].
Similarly, a content-based course recommendation method was proposed in [17]. On the
condition of meeting the course requirements, Parameswaran et al. proposed the design
of a recommendation system under complex constraints [18]. Si et al. proposed a big
data-assisted recommendation of personalized learning resources and teaching decision
support, by taking the education of spoken and written language as an example [19].

3. System Workflow

The whole strategy consists of three parts, as shown in Figure 1. The first part describes
the text data preprocessing, which mainly consists of text segmentation, feature extraction
and word embedding. The second part introduces the procedure of the semantic K-means
clustering algorithm, in which the student feature vector is introduced to achieve effective
student grouping. The third part introduces the improved ItemCF course recommendation
algorithm based on similarity and expert knowledge, which can increase the ratio of the
course coverage and reduce the problem of the cold-start.
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4. Student Grouping Strategy and Group-Oriented Course Recommendation Method
Based on Semantics
4.1. Feature Extraction Based on TF–IDF and Word Vectors

To achieve accurate student grouping, it is necessary to reasonably represent the char-
acteristics of the students. The weights obtained by the TF–IDF algorithm can make full
use of the word frequency to measure the importance of words. However, this algorithm ig-
nores the semantic relationship between words. For example, meaningless high-frequency
words are often extracted, while low-frequency words with large contributions to actual
meaning are ignored, which leads to the incomplete representation of students’ characteris-
tics. Therefore, this paper designs a feature extraction algorithm that combines TF–IDF and
semantic information; it includes the following steps:

4.1.1. Text Preprocessing

Text data are a rich source of unstructured data, usually consisting of documents and
presented in the form of words, sentences or paragraphs. The inherent unstructured and
noisy characteristics of text data make it difficult for various machine learning and deep
learning methods to deal with it directly. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess text data
before feature extraction.

The main steps of text preprocessing are as follows: (a) Establish a proper noun
database and stop word thesaurus. (b) Segment the text data representing students’ char-
acteristics. This paper uses Jieba [20], the most popular Chinese word segmentation tool,
to complete this step. (c) Tag the participles and types of the words, such as noun, verb,
adverb or adjective. The main goal of this paper is to obtain the representation degree of
students in different respects. From the perspective of word type, most representation items
are composed of nouns and adjectives and, therefore, these kinds of words are screened
out in this paper. (d) Screen out words with high frequency to obtain the final set of feature
words describing students’ interests.

The original data set D can be expressed as D′ = {t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn} after preprocessing,
where ti is the ith word item and n is the number of words.

4.1.2. Screening Feature Words from the Statistical Dimension

One student may have multiple feature words and different students may have differ-
ent preferences regarding the same interest. In this paper, the feature words in the text data
are extracted from the perspectives of word frequency and semantics.

The TF–IDF algorithm is a mainstream feature word extraction method that uses the
numbers of words in different ranges to extract the representation level of a feature word in
the current text. TF–IDF can be divided into TF and IDF. TF is the term frequency and IDF
represents the inverse document frequency. The calculation formulas of TF and IDF are
shown in (1) and (2), where ni,j represents the number of the word ti in a document, ∑k nk,j
represents the total number of occurrences of words in a document, D represents the total
number of documents and

∣∣{j : ti ∈ dj
}∣∣ represents the total number of occurrences of the

word-ti in document dj.

t fi,j =
nij

∑k nk,j
(1)

id fi = log
|D|∣∣{j : ti ∈ dj

}∣∣ (2)

Therefore, the calculation formula of TF–IDF is:

TF− IDF = t fi,j × id fi =
nij

∑k nk,j
× log

|D|∣∣{j : ti ∈ dj
}∣∣ (3)
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The weight obtained by the TF–IDF algorithm can make full use of the information on
word frequency to measure the importance of a word; that is, if the frequency of a word in
the current text is high, its importance is high.

After the members of data set D′ are arranged in descending order according to the
TF–IDF value, the initial set of feature words D′′ = {t1, t2, t3, . . . , tk} and the set of filter
words T =

{
tk+1, tk+2, tk+3, . . . , tk+j

}
can be obtained, where k < n, k + j = n.

4.1.3. Screening Feature Words from the Semantic Dimension

The TF–IDF algorithm ignores the semantic relationships between words so that
meaningless high-frequency words are often extracted while low-frequency words with
large contributions to actual meaning, such as important synonymous words with low-
frequencies, are ignored. This drawback leads to the incomplete representation of the text.
Therefore, this paper combines the semantic information between word items with the
TF–IDF value to obtain a better result.

Specifically, the proposed method takes the student’s text data as the corpus, obtains
the semantic information of each word through the Word2Vec model [11], and obtains
a word vector representing the semantic information to effectively solve the problem of
synonyms encountered by traditional algorithms. Using the model obtained from the
data training, this paper counts the 10 closest words corresponding to the word vectors
of certain words, as shown in Table 1. Through the use of synonyms, this paper can still
classify students into the same group when different vocabulary expressions are used.

Table 1. Similar words based on word embeddings.

Vocabulary Similar Words

Reading Extracurricular reading materials, classics, storybooks, reading notes, required reading, intensive
reading, bibliography, books, reading

Music Light music, arrangement, singing, pure music, melody, electric sound, rock music, concert,
piano, guitar

Unmanned aerial vehicle Aerial photography, control, rotor, flight, aircraft, remote control, helicopter, aircraft, fixed wing

Once the word vectors are obtained, the similarity between the feature word ti and
the text data D′′ can be calculated according to (4), where embeddingti represents the word
vector of word-ti and dist(·) represents the similarity as measured by the Euclidean distance.

SemaSimilar(ti, D′′ ) =
∑m

j=1 dist
(

embeddingti , embeddingtj

)
n

(4)

The specific calculation process is as follows: (a) Select an undetermined feature word
tk+1 in the set of filter words T; (b) Calculate the similarity between the undetermined
word and the words in D′′ according to the formula (4); (c) Repeat steps (a) and (b) until all
feature words in T are processed; (d) Arrange the similar results in descending order; and
(e) Screen and add the first (m − k) feature words to the final set D′′′ .

4.2. Student Grouping Based on Semantics
4.2.1. Multidimensional Feature Vector Representation Model

Based on the characteristics of the data, this paper constructs a six-dimensional feature
vector SV = [sv1, sv2, sv3, sv4, sv5, sv6] to represent the features of the student, where the
svi values represent ideological character, cognitive ability, sports health, talent, practical
ability and interest specialty, respectively. svi can be calculated according to (5), where T
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represents the number of feature words and its value depends on the amount of text data
submitted by the student.

svi =
T

∑
j=1

TF− IDFj

TF− IDF
Embeddingj (5)

Then, the similarity between students s1 and s2 can be calculated according to (6),
where L represents the length of the word vector.

dists1,se =‖ svs1 − svs2 ‖2
2= (

6

∑
i=0

L

∑
j=0

(svs1i − svs2i )
2)

1
2

(6)

4.2.2. Student Grouping Based on an Improved K-Means Algorithm

Based on the students’ feature vectors, this paper uses the K-means algorithm to
perform student grouping. The initial cluster center of the K-means is usually selected
randomly, which will lead to incorrect or uneven cluster division and this cannot be ignored
in subsequent course recommendations. In this paper, the method of selecting the initial
cluster center is improved to ensure that the distance between the points in the cluster and
the initial cluster center is less than a certain value.

The improved initial cluster center selection method is as follows: (a) The threshold
value n is set, which is the number of people in a group and is the mean value of the
numbers of people in groups with different K values, (b) A point Ci is randomly selected
from the student data set SV and is added to the cluster center set C and removed from
SV, (c) The distances between other data points and the cluster center ci are calculated, the
first n data points are selected in ascending order and they are deleted from SV, (d) If the
number of data points in the set SV is less than 2n, the members of the current set C are
arranged as the initial cluster centers. Otherwise, the method returns to (b). Above steps
are performed by using Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Improved initial cluster center selection algorithm

Input: Threshold n; K; Student data set SV
Output: Cluster centers set C
1 i = 0, distances = []
2 while SV not None do
3 num← randint(0, len(SV))
4 Ci ← SV[num]
5 remove Ci from SV
6 for each x ∈ SV do
7 distances[x] = dist(Ci, x)
8 end for
9 select first n points from sort(distances) and remove them from SV
10 if len(SV) < 2n
11 Ci+1 = center(SV)
12 break
13 end if
14 i += 1
15 end while

Under the constraints of Algorithm 1, this paper uses the traditional K-means al-
gorithm to obtain student grouping results. The basic process of K-means is as follows:
(a) Take C as the initial cluster centers; (b) For each sample xi in the data set, calculate its
distance to all points in C and divide it into the class with the smallest distance; (c) For
each group Ni, recalculate its cluster center C′i using (7), that is, the centroid of all samples
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belonging to this group; and (d) Repeat (b) and (c) until the termination conditions are met.
The student grouping method is performed by using Algorithm 2.

C′i =
1
n ∑

x∈Ni

x (7)

Algorithm 2 Student grouping method based on an improved K-means algorithm

Input: Student feature and TF–IDF value; K in range(M); Tolerance ε

Output: M kinds of clusters about K values
1 for each K do
2 C← Select K cluster centers by Algorithm 1
3 E← ∞
4 while E > ε do
5 for each sv ∈ SV do
6 for each c ∈ C do
7 sv ∈mindist(cluster(c))
8 end for
9 E←0
10 for each c ∈ C do
11 for each sv ∈ cluster(c) do
12 E += dist(sv, c)
13 end for
14 update c
15 end for
16 end while
17 end for

4.3. Personalized Course Recommendation Scheme Based on Student Grouping

This paper proposes a hybrid course recommendation scheme based on student
grouping, which consists of the following steps: (a) Based on the interest characteristics of
students, the historical records of student groups and the ItemCF algorithm are used to
perform course recommendation; (b) The similarity between classes is used to solve the
cold-start problem of the item recommendation system and to increase the novelty of the
course recommendation results; and (c) Expert knowledge is added to further improve the
quality of the recommendation results.

In this paper, a student group is considered a single user, so the first step is to convert
the features of a group into the features of a single user, that is, to normalize the data. Each
student in the group has different numbers and categories of selected courses. To normalize
the data, this paper designs a record matrix CoM, as shown in (8):

CoM = [G1, G2, . . . , Gm] =


r1,1
m1

r2,1
m2r1,2

m1

r2,2
m2

. . . rnum,1
m1

. . . rnum,2
m2

...
...

r1,n
m1

r2,n
m2

. . .
...

. . . rnum,n
mnum

 (8)

where Gi represents the course co-occurrence vector of the ith student group, m is the
number of student groups, n is the number of courses, ri,j represents the total number of
students in the ith group who have chosen course j before and mi is the number of students
in group i.

After normalization, the ItemCF algorithm is used to perform the course recommenda-
tion, which is divided into two main steps: (a) Calculating the similarity between courses;
and (b) Generating a recommendation list for student groups according to the similarity of
courses and students’ historical behaviors.
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ItemCF uses (9) to define the similarity between items i and j, where N(i) is the number
of students who like course i and N(j) is the number of students who like course j. Two
courses can be determined to be similar because they are commonly enjoyed by many
students; i.e., the students can “contribute” to the judgement of course similarity through
their historical interest lists.

ωi,j =
|N(i) ∩ N(j)|√
|N(i) ∩ N(j)|

(9)

Although the traditional ItemCF algorithm can achieve relatively good recommenda-
tion results according to students’ interests, it has a low ratio of course coverage and hinders
students from broadening their vision. This paper considers using semantic information to
increase the ratio of course coverage and reduce the cold-start problem.

This paper uses the process of obtaining the course representation vector that is
described in Section 4.1. Then the cosine similarity calculation method is used to measure
the semantic similarity between courses; its value is between −1 and 1, as shown in (10).
The greater this value is, the greater the similarity. Here, cvu is the feature vector of course
u and cvv is the feature vector of course v. I(u) is a nonzero element in cvu and cvu,i
represents the ith nonzero element in cvu.

cosu,v =
cvu·cvv

|cvu|·|cvv|
=

∑i∈I(u)∩I(v) cvu,i, cvv,i√
∑i∈I(u) cv2

u,i

√
∑i∈I(v) cv2

v,i

(10)

Considering that the number of courses selected by students in each semester is
generally very small compared to the number of courses, there will be a large number of
similar courses with zero similarity in the similarity matrix, which is a serious cold-start
problem. Therefore, this paper uses the semantic information calculated by (10) together
with the original similarity calculated by (9) to redefine the similarity between courses i
and j, as shown in (11), where α0 and β0 are normalization factors that can be dynamically
adjusted according to specific needs.

ω′i,j = α0ωi,j + β0cosi,j = α0
|N(i) ∩ N(j)|√
|N(i) ∩ N(j)|

+ β0
cvi·cvj∣∣cvi|·|cvj

∣∣ (11)

Considering that courses are organized by institutions with different resources and
qualifications, the quality of the courses should also be a metric. In this paper, expert
knowledge is also added as a penalty, which is a comprehensive score obtained from a
review by relevant experts regarding different dimensions. Therefore, a student’s interest
in a course can be calculated by (12), which indicates that the more similar a course is
to the preferences and habits in a student’s records, the more likely it is to obtain the
top-ranking position in the student’s recommendation results. In Equation (12), α1 and
β1 are normalization factors; S(j, K) represents the K most similar courses to course j; Gu,i
represents the interest of student group u in course i, which corresponds to the value in
row u and column i in (8); and esj is the score obtained from experts for course j.

pu,j = α1 ∑
i∈N(u)∩S(j,K)

ω′i,jGu,i + β0·esj (12)

The course recommendation scheme is performed by using Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Personalized Course Recommendation Scheme

Input: Train Set t; Usergroup_id u; Similarity Matrix W; N
Ouput: Recommendation results Results
1 Initial Results← dict
2 Initial ru← t[u]
3 for each i, pu,i ∈ ru.items() do
4 kl← sorted(W[i].items(), key=itemgetter(1), reverse=True)[0:N]
5 for each j, wj ∈ kl do
6 if i == j do
7 continue
8 end if
9 Results[j] += pu,i * wj
10 end for
11 end for

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
5.1. Data Set

The data set used in this paper consists of comprehensive quality evaluation data
and open social practice course data from 103 junior middle schools in the Fengtai District
and Xicheng District in Beijing, which is provided by the Beijing Municipal Education
Commission. The details of the data set are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Experiment-related data sets.

Data Set Information Example Data Set Size

Student information
Student ID 10037952

27,275 items
School name Beijing No. 66 High School

Comprehensive quality
evaluation data

Student ID/Activity type 10037952/Practice

270 M
Activity record

I participate in the open science
practice—“Playing with the Solar system”.

I learned that the center of the solar system is the
sun and I also learned about the eight planets.

Open social practice
course data

Course ID/Course name 10013-c2/Centrifugal force in life

1018 items
Expert score 64

Course record
By understanding the structure of the dryer,

students can learn the relevant scientific
knowledge of centrifugal movement.

Course selection records Student ID/Course ID 10037952/636 133,047 items

The data are mainly provided by students themselves according to their personal
interests, so they can fully reflect the personal characteristics of the students and can support
the study of student clustering and the course recommendation algorithm proposed in
this paper.

5.2. Evaluation Metrics
5.2.1. Evaluation Metrics for the Student Grouping Method

To verify the performance of the student clustering method, this paper selects 1000 students
for the experiment and measures performance in two aspects. First, this paper verifies the
effect of the improved initial cluster selection scheme from the convergence effect. Second,
this paper evaluates the clustering results with two common evaluation indices: the intra-
class compactness (CP) and the Davies–Bouldin index (DBI). The calculation method of CP
is shown in (13) and (14):
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CPi =
1
|Ωi| ∑

xi∈Ωi

‖ xj − Ci ‖ (13)

CP =
1
K

K

∑
i=1

CPi (14)

where CPi represents the average distance between each point and the cluster center in one
group, K represents the number of clusters and Ci represents the center of cluster i. The
lower the CP is, the smaller the clustering distance and the more similar the members are.

The calculation method of DBI is shown in (15) and (16):

DBI =
1
k

K

∑
I=1

maxj 6=i(
Si + Sj

‖ Ci − Cj ‖2
) (15)

Si = (
1
Ti

Ti

∑
j=1

(xj − Ci)
2)

1
2

(16)

K is the number of groups, Ti is the number of students in cluster i, Ci represents the
centroid of cluster i and Si represents the mean square error of cluster i. The smaller the
DBI value is, the better the performance of the clustering algorithm.

In addition, to obtain a more balanced grouping result, this paper uses the unevenness
indicator, as shown in (17):

unevenness =
1
N

sumK
i=1

∣∣∣∣Ti −
N
K

∣∣∣∣ (17)

here, N represents the total number of students. The smaller the unevenness is, the
more normal the number distribution will be. Therefore, the comprehensive indicator to
determine the best K is defined by (18), where α and β are normalization factors that are
set to 0.7 and 0.3, respectively, in this paper according to many experiments. The goal
of the proposed student grouping method is to find a suitable K with a relatively small
comprehensive indicator (CI).

CI = α× DBI + β× unevenness (18)

Moreover, this paper adopts a manual evaluation to measure the effectiveness of the
student grouping method. If a student’s feature words are totally different from those of
other students in the group, it is assumed that he or she is grouped incorrectly. Formula (19)
defines the grouping accuracy rate, where ni represents the number of students in group i
and mi represents the number of students who are grouped incorrectly.

SGC =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

ni −mi
ni

(19)

5.2.2. Evaluation Metrics for the Course Recommendation Algorithm

Since this paper uses the top-N recommendation method to obtain the course recom-
mendation list, the precision and recall rate are used to measure the performance of the
recommendation algorithm. The precision is defined by (20), where R(u) is the recommen-
dation list given to the user and T(u) is the course list chosen by the user on the given
test data.

Precision =
∑u∈u|R(u) ∩ T(u)|

sumu∈U |R(u)|
(20)
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The recall is defined by (21):

Recall =
sumu∈U |R(u) ∩ T(u)|

∑u∈u|T(u)|
(21)

To comprehensively evaluate the precision and recall, this paper tests the algorithm
on different N to obtain a group of precision and recall values. In addition, this paper uses
the average popularity and average score of the recommended courses to verify that the
recommendation system can effectively solve the cold-start problem and recommend a
high-quality course, as shown in (22), where p(u) represents the total number of times
course u appears in all users’ recommendation lists. Low popularity proves that the
cold-start problem is effectively solved.

popularity =
∑u∈u log(1 + p(u))

∑u∈u|R(u)|
(22)

The average score of a recommended course is defined by (23):

RAS =
∑u∈u esu

∑u∈u|R(u)|
(23)

5.3. Experimental Results
5.3.1. Verification of the Feature Extraction Method

To verify the text representation effect of the feature extraction algorithm, this paper
compares the classification effect of different feature extraction algorithms on the same
classification model. Figure 2a,b shows the accuracy and recall comparisons of different
feature extraction algorithms. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the algorithm proposed
in this paper can achieve better results when dealing with different numbers of text data
sets, so it has a better effect on the representation of text information and can extract
low-frequency information with rich semantics.
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5.3.2. Verification of the Student Grouping Method

To verify the performance of the improved K-means student grouping method, the
improved K-means algorithm was used to divide 1000 students into K groups to compare
the performance according to CP, DBI and Cluster Radius, as shown in Figure 3. The above
metrics of the improved K-means algorithm are all smaller than those of the traditional one,
which verifies that the improved student grouping method has a better performance.
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To prove that the improvements of the K-means algorithm are statistically significant,
this paper adopted the “Mann-Whitney U test” [21], one of the non-parametric statistical
tests, to provide statistical evidence. As the goal of the proposed student grouping method
is to find a suitable K with a relatively small CI, this paper conducted a series of experiments
to record the smallest CI values of the improved K-means algorithm and the original K-
means algorithm, based on data from same students. A total of 15 sets of CI values for
different students are finally obtained, as shown in Table 3. The H0 hypothesis is “CI values
of the original K-means algorithm ≤ CI values of the improved K-means algorithm”. The
final p value is 0.004203, which is smaller than the significance level α (0.05). Therefore, H0
is rejected, which means that the randomly selected CI value of the original K-means is
considered to be greater than the randomly selected CI value of the improved K-means.
Hence, the improvements in the improved K-means are statistically significant.

Table 3. Statistical test on the improved K-means algorithm and the original one.

Algorithms Significance
Level (α):

p
No. of Samples

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Traditional
Algorithm

0.05 0.004203
1.34 1.88 1.86 1.51 1.56 1.48 2.31 1.33 1.29 1.39 1.21 1.49 1.90 1.61 2.13

Improved
Algorithm 0.98 1.60 1.43 1.21 1.33 1.23 1.89 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.96 1.34 1.39 1.26 1.69

The practical effect of the proposed student grouping method is also verified, as shown
in Figure 4. Typical student data from four schools were selected as the experimental data:
Beijing Dacheng School (school_1), Beijing No. 66 High School (school_2), Beijing No. 18
High School (school_3) and Beijing No. 8 High School (school_4), with 123, 456, 688 and
1256 students and a total of 104,739 comprehensive quality evaluation data.

The suitable clustering numbers K of the four schools are determined according to
(18). Taking school_1 and school_2 as examples, suitable grouping numbers are K = 13
and K = 25. It can be seen from Figure 4 that, with the increase in K, DBI will gradually
decrease and the imbalance of grouping will first decrease and then increase. Therefore,
for each school, there is a suitable K. From the trend of the data, the student grouping
method proposed in this paper can obtain groups for different numbers of students, which
shows good generalization. Similarly, suitable K values of school_3 and school_4 are 40 and
61, respectively.
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(b) Determining the suitable K for school_2.

After determining the suitable K for each school, this paper presents the grouping
results intuitively by dimensionality reduction; as shown in Figure 5, the axes represent
the features obtained after dimensionality reduction. The data points for each group
(distinguished by different colors) show a tendency of centralized distribution around the
cluster center. Students with similar characteristics can be divided into the same cluster
and, at the same time, the distribution of the number of students in each cluster is also
relatively normal. The clustering result directly reflects that the student grouping method
proposed in this paper has good performance in the student grouping task and enables
grouping-oriented course recommendation.
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Table 4 shows the accuracy of the interest group classification results according to
(19) with the suitable K. It can be seen from Table 4 that the accuracy of the improved
clustering algorithm for each school is above 90%. Combined with the student grouping
results shown above, it can be verified that the K-means algorithm based on semantics
proposed in this paper can effectively group students based on their characteristics.
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Table 4. The accuracy of the clustering results of each school.

School School_1 School_2 School_3 School_4

Accuracy of clustering 93.2% 90.5% 91.6% 90.2%

5.3.3. Verification of the Course Recommendation Method

Table 5 shows a performance comparison between the hybrid recommendation algo-
rithm proposed in this paper and the traditional recommendation algorithm. This paper
takes the course selection data of 1818 groups of students from 103 schools and divides
them into training data and test data for the course recommendation experiment. The
performance of algorithm precision, recall and popularity is evaluated under different
recommendation numbers N. The above metrics are tested using 10-fold cross validation to
obtain mean values.

Table 5. Performance comparison between the improved recommendation algorithm and the tradi-
tional recommendation algorithm.

Algorithms Metrics Average
Number of Recommendation Results

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Traditional
Algorithm

Precision 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.72 0.68 0.64 0.61 0.53
Recall 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.68 0.65 0.61 0.59 0.55

Popularity 0.77 0.77 0.79 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.76 0.73 0.72 0.71

Improved
Algorithm

Precision 0.63 0.70 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.67 0.62 0.55 0.51 0.50
Recall 0.60 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.61 0.59 0.55 0.52 0.48

Popularity 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.30

Compared with the traditional algorithm, the semantic and expert knowledge-based
recommendation system proposed in this paper has a slight decline in precision and recall.
This is because when the course similarity matrix is added to the traditional recommenda-
tion algorithm, many “new courses” that have not been selected before are added to the
recommendation system. When a new course is similar to a previous one, the system will
recommend it, thus causing a decline in precision and recall. However, the mean value
for popularity in the hybrid recommendation system proposed in this paper is 0.31 (when
a course is selected by many students, the course is very popular), which is significantly
lower than that in the traditional method, indicating that the recommended courses are
new courses or ones that few students have chosen before. Therefore, the hybrid recom-
mendation algorithm proposed in this paper can effectively solve the cold-start problem.

Table 6 shows the list of courses recommended by the course recommendation system
proposed in this paper and part of the word cloud of specific words for each student group.
The relationship between students’ characteristics and courses can be intuitively seen from
the cloud of characteristic words. The courses recommended to the first group of students
are mainly in the high-technology direction, such as “UAV” and “rocket”. This kind of
association between the feature word cloud and the list of recommended courses is also
found in the second group.

Table 7 shows the indicators of the course recommendation results for each school.
The precision, recall, popularity and course quality indicators of the course recommenda-
tion results remain at the same levels, which indicates that the course recommendation
system proposed in this paper is stable. Table 7 shows that the recommendation algorithm
proposed in this paper can recommend courses based on students’ characteristics. At the
same time, as the accuracy of the student grouping method has a direct impact on the
recommendation results, it proves the accuracy of the overall student grouping and course
recommendation strategy.
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Table 6. Examples of feature words cloud and course recommendation results.

Word Cloud of Specific Words Recommended Courses
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Table 7. Indicators of the course recommendation results for each school.

Data Set Average Precision Average Recall Rate Average Popularity Average Course Score

School_1 0.65 0.61 0.36 0.70
School_2 0.69 0.68 0.33 0.68
School_3 0.61 0.57 0.31 0.64
School_4 0.58 0.55 0.31 0.62

6. Conclusions

The concept of quality education has been a research hotspot in the field of education
since its introduction. Based on students’ interests, this paper comprehensively considered
the characteristics of students and courses both from a statistical dimension and a semantic
dimension, and the proposed effective student grouping strategy and group-oriented
course recommendation method, thus improving students’ cooperation ability and lifelong
learning ability. The advantages of the proposed strategy are proven through detailed
experiments, which also gave a demonstration of grouping students of all educational
levels and recommending courses to them.

In future work, we will focus on combining semantic analysis with emotion analysis
to construct more detailed user feature portraits and update students’ feature models
considering time factors.
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